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CBO

-

Community-Based Organisation

CSO

-

Civil Society Organisation

DGSSB

-

Democratic and Gender Sensitive Student Baraza

EJ

-

Economic Justice

FFH

-

Female Food Heroes

FOS

-

Fahamu, Ongea, Sikilizwa

GBV

-

Gender-Based Violence

GJ

-

Gender Justice

JCAS

-

Joint Country Analysis and Strategy

LGA

-

Local Government Authority

LUKOVEG

-

Lushoto Korogwe Vegetable Group

NDC

-

Ngorongoro District Council

NMB

-

National Microfinance Bank

NERICA

-

New Rice for Africa

NGO

-

Non-Government Organisation

OiTZ

-

Oxfam in Tanzania

REDESO

-

Relief to Development Society

SACCOS

-

Saving and Credit Cooperative Society

TZS

-

Tanzanian Shilling

TCCIA

-

Tanzania Chamber of Commerce Industry and Agriculture

VAW

-

Violence Against Women

VCP

-

Village Chairperson

VICOBA

-

Village Community Banks

WASH

-

Water, Sanitation and Hygiene

FOREWORD FROM THE COUNTRY DIRECTOR
As the country programme comes to the end of a strategic phase and we transition to our new country
strategy, it is important to reflect on the gains we have made over the past year. Oxfam in Tanzania (OiTZ)
continues to contribute towards the development ambitions of the country, prioritising programming
that relates to rural economic development/ stimulating agricultural production, access to land, ending
gender-based violence, promoting women’s transformative leadership and enhancing governance and
citizen participation.
Our flagship program, the Mama Shujaa wa Chakula (Female Food Heroes) campaign continues to grow,
with the winner becoming something of a celebrity in the country. Women smallholder farmers continue
to be a major focus of our work, and we have been privileged to support efforts to improve women’s livelihoods. This year, the television programmes and radio shows that ran stories in Tanzania and
neighbouring countries reached over 14 million people!
The past year has seen OiTZ develop stronger links with private sector partners to support our agricultural value chain work, improve relationships with district and departmental officials, and prepare to
build on a very successful engagement in the Constitutional review process with work on the next
phase of the Fahamu, Ongea, Sikilizwa (FOS) programme—to provide civic education for the 2015 Tanzanian National Elections.
This coming year also sees OiTZ beginning work on issues emerging from the planned liquid petroleum
gas project in Mtwara and Lindi. The team is excited to start on this new and ambitious area of extractive
industries programming in partnership with a wide range of civil society organisations.
Overall, this has been a very positive year for OiTZ and its partners—one which has strengthened our
joint programming and which we hope we can continue to build on. As we enter into a new strategic
phase, we will continue to invest in our partners, build even stronger relationships with development actors and contribute as much as we can to development in Tanzania.

Jane Foster
Country Director

“Oxfam affiliates in Tanzania agreed upon a vision for change
over the next ten years: that women, men and communities
are to control the resources necessary for sustainable
livelihoods; people are free and motivated to express views
and take ownership of power; women participate fully and
are in leadership positions at all levels, from household to
national; education is universal, of high quality and is managed effectively at all levels of government.”

“Poverty in Tanzania is predominantly a rural phenomenon, with
more than 70 percent of the population’s livelihood dependent
on agriculture and livestock products for both consumption
and to earn an income. The rights of small-scale women producers are at the heart of our work.
Women and other marginalised rural communities such as pastoralists, have fewer rights to land compared to men in other
parts of Tanzania. This traps them in poverty as they lack the
same protection and benefits under the legal systems. They are
also excluded from decision making structures. Oxfam works
under the assumption that if Tanzanian citizens begin to demand
their rights and entitlements then the government will be in-

OUR WORK
ECONOMIC JUSTICE

LAND RIGHTS
OiTZ’s aim is to help
people escape poverty through their
livelihoods, which are
dependent on land.
Recognising the
challenges women
face in owning land,
different approaches
were used, such as
land registration,
community dialogues
and women’s collective action groups to
enable better access
and control over
land.

Significantly contributed to an increase in the number of men and
women benefiting from value chains
(rice, sisal, local chicken, sunflower
and vegetables) and livelihood projects in the regions of Shinyanga,
Simiyu, Geita, Tanga, Morogoro, Arusha
and Dodoma by increasing incomes of
small-scale farmers’, pastoralists’ and
women’s, supporting land ownership,
market access, promoting disaster risk
reduction, and mitigating climate
change effects. It integrated components of women’s economic empowerment, primary education, livestock development and drought cycle management.

GENDER JUSTICE
Building on the previous year, the Gender Justice (GJ) programme worked on
three key areas in the year 2014/2015:
Ending violence against women (VAW);
women’s economic empowerment; and
engendering change.

GROW CAMPAIGN
Oxfam’s global GROW
campaign responds
to a dysfunctional
global food system
where
nearly 900
million - that's 1 in 8
people - worldwide
do not have enough
to eat to this, and in
Tanzania, focuses on
increasing investment into smallscale food production; climate change
and land rights. The
campaign team also
responds to emerging crises or ‘hot
spots’ for advocacy.

SOCIAL JUSTICE
Oxfam’s approach to development by promoting better governance, accountability on social
service delivery and the extractives industry through facilitating active citizenry and an effective state.

OUR PARTNERS

PWC (Women Economic empowerment)
NYDA (Citizen Activism – Ngorongoro)
PALISEP (Citizen Activism–Ngorongoro-Loliondo)
TAMASHA (Citizen Activism- Ngorongoro)
CORDS (Transformative Leadership)

TAMASHA (Citizen Activism)
EMEDO (Education)
REDESO (Sisal Value Chain)
SHIDEPHA (Rice Value Chain)
CABUIPA (Citizen Activism)
UKILIGURU (Rice Value Chain)
RUDI (Rice Value Chain)

Police GENDER DESK (GBV),
UZIKWASA (Transformative Leadership),
Tree of Hope (GBV, FOS),
Restless Development
(FOS)
LHRC (Elections)
WLAC (GBV, FOS)
VSO (FOS)
BBC Media Action (FOS)
TAWLA (SRHR)
ZAFELA (FOS)

KIVULINI
(FOS & GBV)

MOLAN (Land
Rights)
MPLC
(Transformativ
e Leadership)

WOWAP (GBV, FOS)
MAMADO (Citizen Activism)

LANGO (Extractives &
Elections)
FAWOPA (Extractives &
Elections)

ECONOMIC JUSTICE PROGRAMME
The overall objective of the Economic Justice programme is to contribute in addressing the basic food needs and
mitigating the negative effects of climate change and food security in rural Tanzania. The programme is achieve this
by improve quality and increased quantity of agriculture products for income generation and food insecure in regions
of Shinyanga, Simiyu, Geita, Dodoma, Morogoro and Tanga
Rice value chain. During 2014/2015, the collective storage in warehouses increased to 600 tonnes compared to 504 tonnes in
2013/2014. The number of farmers participating in collective marketing increased from 935 in 2013/2014 to 1272 in 2014/2015,
with 47 percent of those being women. The increase in collective storage was due to the increased knowledge of farmers on
the benefits and assurances of a collective market and improved product quality. The collective marketing associations have
established their own saving and credit groups which provide loans to members to cover cash demand during the storage period.
Different adaptations to climate change have been introduced. These include adoption of drought tolerant rice seed varieties
known as New Rice for Africa (NERICA)
Vegetable Value Chain linked with 2,522 small-scale vegetable producers in the districts of Lushoto and Korogwe, Tanga region
and provided leadership and financial management training to Community-based institutions. 1,148 growers were trained on
Global Agriculture Practice and have access to improved seeds and pesticides. Farm Africa to supported farmers to establish
four greenhouses. As a result, 1,374 of them have been linked to domestic markets. To facilitate and strengthen food security,
Oxfam contributed to the construction of two irrigation schemes. In Mwangoi and Lukozi, the District Council matched funds for
both schemes. In Korogwe, Oxfam supported the drilling of three bore holes, with minimal contribution from the district and
communities.
Farmers now access financial services through the National Microfinance Bank. The project has enabled 200 vegetable farmers
to join a Community Health Facility scheme at £2 fee per year.

Sisal value chain linked farmers to neighbouring markets, 
and companies invested in the district by loaning processor machines to local small-scale producers. In return,
the producers supplied raw fibres. The improved quality of
sisal fibres has attracted new buyers, resulting in an increase in price. Subsequently, these small-scale producers have been able to come together and form savings 
and credit groups.
The sisal value chain was extended to Meatu district in a
new region of Simiyu, and provided with improved machines. These improved machines are capable of producing 350 kilograms of raw fibres per day, compared to the
previous manual stripping method that produced 10 kilo- 
grams per day.
LIFE PROJECT
Pastoral communities in four villages (Piyaya, Malambo,
Engaresero and Pinyinyi) in the divisions of Ngorongoro,
Sale and Loliondo, in Ngorongoro district (Arusha region) 
engaged in the Oxfam’s LIFE project.
 The construction of four milk collection centres, the
installation of solar panels, and the distribution of
deep freezers, lactometres and thermometres, as well
as a water tank to ensure a constant water supply to
the centre to ensure milk meets minimum standards.


Connecting milk producers and the market in
Karatu district, with a Memorandum of Understanding signed between PALISEP and Ayalabe Diary. This ensured women within the project villages had a permanent market to sell milk and its
products.
Financial systems for milk groups and VICOBA were
established as an adaptation strategy during the
drought season for women’s groups. To mitigate
against disasters and natural calamities, four village committees prepared a simplified contingency plan which will form a guide to disaster
management at the village level.
Twenty representatives from the Enaboishu and
Oreteti SACCOS accompanied by local government
staff visited the NDC SACCOS to learn best practices on record keeping and good governance. The
aim of the learning tour was to improve their skills
in managing operations, loaning and investment.
A water system was installed for Malambo and Ormutaro Primary Schools, and saw plastic tanks installed to facilitate water harvesting during the
rainy season. Additionally, solar panels for new
boys’ dormitories in Piyaya, Malambo and Monic
Primary Schools were installed.
To try to increase the number of girls enrolling in
schools,
the
LIFE
project
campaigned in
Malambo, Pinyinyi and Engaresero villages to
put girls at the
centre and enabled them to
demand education from their
parents. It is estimated
that
854 community
members participated in the
campaign from
both villages.

GROW CAMPAIGN
FEMALE FOOD HEROES COMPETITION

one platform, the camera followed small-scale
food producers to where they lived. It documents

In 2014, the show entered its third season and
was delivered in collaboration with popular reality
show, Maisha Plus. It aired on the national television network, TBC, for three weeks (27 April
2014—18 May 2014). Responses for participation

the impacts of climate change and highlights the
challenges/lessons of food security across the
country. The show was filmed in Zanzibar, Kiteto,
Shinyanga, Singida, Dodoma and Kilosa in its first
season.

in the FFH 2014 competition came from 23 regions, five more than 2012. After two selection

CLIMATE CHANGE ADVOCACY

processes, the top 20 finalists participated in the

Engagement was conducted in coordination with

FFH reality television program. Bahati Muriga from

other national level actors, and included the com-

Ukerewe, Mwanza was the winner, with the high-

memoration of World Environment Day and petition

est number of popular votes. She received TZS

distribution, social media engagement and a

20,000,000 worth of farming inputs. The television

march organised with the Tanzanian Civil Society

programmes and radio shows in Tanzania and

Forum on Climate Change (ForumCC) and the Tan-

neighbouring countries that ran stories on the

zanian Climate Change Network during the Ban-

2014 FFH competition reached over 14 million

Kimoon Climate Change Summit.

people.
POPULAR TRIBUNAL
The FFH has provide a space for women small-

The Popular Tribunal ‘Food Security, Climate

scale farmers to engage directly to national and

Change and Land Rights’ created an opportunity to

international platforms:

forge

1. Attendance by FFH at a local-level workshop

participants directly who came from across the

on land rights, held during the Gender Festival

collective

efforts.

It

engaged

200

country and represented CSOs and government

2014 in Tarime,
bodies. Communities from five regions attended
2. Attendance by FFH in conferences and workand presented cases to a registered Judge from
shops in South Africa and Ethiopia (African Unthe Land Division of the Supreme Court in
ion). They spoke to the Ministers from their
Tanzania:The cases were;
own countries as well as other officials and
1. From Kiteto on environmental destruction of
leader,.
3. Attendance by FFH and program staff at the

reserved forest;

HAKIARDHI commemoration of 20 years work-

2. from Kilosa on the right to water resources;

ing on land rights in Tanzania.

3. From Loliondo on land rights;
4. From Kilwa on land rights

TAMBUKA
5. From Kishapu on land rights.
The Tambuka television show aired weekly on national television. It is a variation of the FFH show,

These cases were analysed by participants and

but instead of bringing small-scale farmers onto

the Judge gave non-binding judgments.

LAND RIGHTS WORKS
In supporting of citizens and marginalised groups par- Morogoro Region
ticularly men and women small scale producers are en- We commissioned a study, ‘Documentation of Case
titled to land rights we are working together with Local Studies on Women Land Ownership in Morogoro’ for pracGovernment and implementing partners across the re- tical information, on real experiences, on how women
gions of Morogoro, Arusha, Simiyu , Shinyanga and can get registered land. The lesson learned will be used
Tanga. We used different methods and approach to in reviewing and improving of Land rights strategies in
make this happened.

the country.

Arusha Region

For this year we have also facilitated 300 villagers of

In Arusha region our focus has been in the district of Gongoni in Kilosa district of Morogoro so to formalise
Ngorongoro where have supported traditional leaders their land and supporting them to get Certificate of Cusand prominent women to travel to Dodoma to meet the tomary Rights of Occupancy (CCRO).
Prime Minister on land matters. This was achieved in
Shinyanga and Simiyu Regions
collaboration with our implementing partner NGONET.
A total of 476 farmers in Shinyanga and Simiyu acquired
We are also supporting pastoralists community to ne- CCROs. 172 were processed and submitted to farmers. It
gotiation with the Ngorongoro Conservation Area (NCA) influenced the government to present low cost incenon food provision and community cultivation and sup- tives to own land
porting land use planning of villages located in divisions of Loliondo and Simanjiro in Ngorongoro district.

Tanga Region

In Tanga, OiTZ facilitated land rights training for 100 vilCommunity animators and traditional leaders have lage leaders to understand the land, institutions and
been pressured their local leaders and advocacy for procedures. Women’s collective action approach organised women and men to get financial resources to purrevoking of the land use plan in the two villages
chase land.
(Ololosokwani and Engaresero).

GENDER JUSTICE
evaluated through the collection of ‘stories of change,’
which showed positive shifts in behavioural change
The goal of this work is to change attitudes, beliefs towards VAW.
and practices to end VAW, providing support services
for survivors, and working on policy and advocacy to GBV/VAW was also addressed by linking grassroots initiatives with law enforcers through a strategic partnercreate a better legal and policy environment.
ship with the Tanga Gender Police Desk, established in
Through the Fahamu, Ongea Sikilizwa project and the 2011 and supported by OiTZ ever since. By the end of
Constitution-making process, OiTZ, together with other 2014/2015, the Desk had inspired the formation of 20
women’s rights actors, formed the national Women other Police Desks in all eight districts of Pangani, Muand Constitution Coalition, whereby 2,269 directly en- heza, Mkinga, Korogwe, Handeni, Kilindi, Lushoto and
gaged women’s voices, through 55 constitution dia- Tanga Police Force. The Desk recorded an increase in
logues, and contributed significantly to the women’s reporting rates of cases from 117 in 2013 to 428 in
rights-focused Proposed Constitution (subject to ref- 2014.
erendum).

Ending VAW

Engendering change
The ‘We Can’ (End VAW) campaign had a fundamental
role in achieving this programme objective by recruiting ordinary women and men as changemakers who
reject VAW and work to influence ten others in their
immediate circle. By 2014, the We Can campaign had
recruited a cumulative total of 350,000 changemakers.
The campaign included broad-based dissemination of
‘End VAW’ messaging and, where possible and appropriate, the use of celebrity champions to bring a high
level of interest and focus. The impact of We Can was

Work was done to strengthen OiTZ and its partners: in
staff, perceptions, organisational culture and technical capacities in programmes and projects, working to
create space where women’s voices can be heard. This
was the programmatic expression of OiTZ’s commitment to women’s rights and gender equality. Under this
project, Tree of Hope, an implementing partner, provided entrepreneurship training to victims of domestic
violence abuse and other groups of vulnerable women
with low levels of asset support.

SOCIAL JUSTICE
Engaging active citizens; that is, citizens who know their rights and responsibilities and demand them and
working with duty bearers to hone their skills to better respond to citizens demands.

Chukua Hatua

Fahamu Ongea Sikilizwa

For better social services and good management of
public resources. Developing capacity of village chairpersons (VCP) to understand local governance and accountability, and how to monitor the implementation of
development plans and budgets. Citizens (i.e. animators) took the lead in organising actions to hold leaders
accountable in their communities and train new ani-

Citizen voices were raised and heard by duty

mators.

tion from the onset. 12 agendas were submitted

Chukua Hatua saw animators transform local leadership and take leadership in their areas by either competing for positions, setting a precedent whereby new
government officials are made aware that the village
wasn’t going to tolerate unaccountable leaders.

to the Constitution Assembly and written into the

bearers. The Fahamu, Ongea, Sikilizwa (FOS, Informed, Speak, Being Heard) Constitution project
supported Tanzanians to participate in the new
Constitution-making process by focusing on areas of human rights, women and youth participa-

draft.

Youth networks and women’s coalitions were
highly involved in the constitution review proc-

Animators (women and men) competed for leadership
positions, and as a result some were selected as VCPs,
one for Lugunga in Mbogwe district and the other for
Pandagichiza in Shinyanga Rural. In the village of
Ololosokwani in Ngorongoro district, female animators
were elected as members of the village council. Other
animators in Piyiyi and Negezi showed an interest to
contest for councillorship in the coming general election.

ess, especially in coordination meetings and dialogues to ensure that gender issues were
strongly captured

EXTRACTIVE Industries
This is an emerging area for the programme in Tanzania, and one which is attracting increasing numbers of
actors. OiTZ interventions are located in the southern regions of Lindi and Mtwara, where exploration of gas
and petroleum is taking place. OiTZ’s approach focuses on active citizenship which will contribute to building
an active society promoting economically, environmentally and socially responsible management of gas/
petroleum resources, whereby citizens are empowered to collectively raise their voices in matters that affect
their lives. In this area, OiTZ’s value addition will be to promote citizen’s voices in policy implementation and
civil society organisation initiatives.

Education programme
Wajibika Project
Creating a conducive learning environment for primary
school students. The project drilled deep water bore
holes, built rainwater harvesting tanks, constructing latrines and sanitation rooms for girls, and provided hygiene education to students and communities. It brought
together and improved accountability among stakeholders. Joining project efforts, villagers collected the
necessary materials for construction including housing
for staff (16) and contributed food for children to eat at
school. The project achieved:
1. A decreased rate of water-borne diseases in the
communities.
2. The increased attendance of students, especially
girls
3. The increased performance of students in their internal and national examinations
4. The government in Kishapu district constructed a solar powered water pumping station for the distribution of water

My Right, My Voice
This focused on building students’ and community’s
capacity on school governance issues ‘Democratic and
Gender Sensitive Student Baraza’ (DGSSB, baraza
means ‘council’ in Swahili) in 81 primary and benefited
112,266 females and 75,542 males. The following significant changes were observed at the end of the project:
1. Teachers were trained and provided with student
punishment guidelines.
2. Seventy-five percent of female student leaders
presented their concerns and were able to influence some decisions.
3. Increased self-esteem, confidence, leadership
skills and desire of female. In 2011 there were no
female head prefects in the 81 project schools. In
subsequent project years, 74 female head prefects
were democratically elected by students.
4. Students particularly girls capacity and skills to
campaign strengthened.

My City, My Voice
Building the capacity of youth and children in Mwanza to better participate and interact with duty bearers on issues affecting their lives. It brought together 309 (of which 219 were girls) out-of-school and in-school young
people together to interact, articulate their issues, prioritise and ask duty bearers for roundtable meetings. Interactions between young people and duty bearers increased, thus reducing the accountability gap between the
two groups. Duty bearers in Mwanza, including the police department, developed positive attitudes towards
young people, subsequently opening space for discussions.

POLICY ENGAGEMENT AND INFLUENCING
Two sisal stakeholder meetings were held in Kishapu and
Meatu districts and were useful platforms in engaging
key stakeholders and enhancing collaboration. Participants included small scale sisal producers, the private
sector (i.e. Katani Ltd and Ndimbo Enterprises), government (i.e. Tanzania Sisal Board), local government
(Kishapu and Meatu district councils), local nongovernment organisations (NGOs) (such as REDESO), and
service providers (such as the Small Industrial Development Organisation, Tanzania Chamber of Commerce Industry and Agriculture (TCCIA), machine manufacturers
and business mentors).
In Shinyanga OiTZ influenced District Councils to leverage
a 50 percent matching grant to finance the construction
of four chaco dams, with an average storage capacity of
400,000 cubic volume of water. The dams enhanced approximately 400 households’ access to water for rice irrigation, livestock feeding and domestic use, and supplement rain water during drought periods.
During this period, TCCIA trained 113 (28 women) policy
makers and 20 (5 women) CBOs and NGO stakeholders
from Shinyanga, Kahama, Bukombe and Mbogwe on the
costs and negative effects of rice trade barriers and
bans. Rice stakeholders from various levels continued to
pressure policy decision-makers for the complete release and removal of rice road barriers from within villages to export bans. During the 2014/2015 financial
year, the government declared no export bans to all cereal crops in Tanzania.
Partners and communities met with the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Security and managed to secure a pack
-house and cold-room, installed in Lushoto district and
worth TZS 310,000,000 from the Tanzanian Government.

FINANCIAL REPORT AND PERFORMANCE
PARTICULARS

2014-2015 CUMMULATIVE FINCIAL EXPENDITURE
IN 000 GREAT BRITAIN STERLING POUNDS
Actual Spend £

Budget £

% Spend

Agriculture

710,917.51

853,586.14

83%

Pastoralism

287,529.46

328,779.00

87%

EJ TOTAL

998,446.97

1,182,365.14

8,321.13

14,218.00

59%

Governance

1,449,526.19

2,274,473.00

64%

Extractives

42,093.51

106,153.20

40%

Education

546,688.37

617,333.92

89%

2,038,308.07

2,997,960.12

636,959.08

614,806.00

ECONOMIC JUSTICE

GENDER JUSTICE
Raising Her Voice

SOCIAL JUSTICE

SJ TOTAL

CORE COSTS

PARTICULARS

104%

2014-2015 CUMMULATIVE FINCIAL EXPENDITURE
IN 000 EURO
Actual Spend €

Budget €

% Spend

Agriculture

973,956.99

1,169,413.01

83%

Pastoralism

393,915.36

450,427.23

87%

1,367,872.35

1,619,840.24

Governance

1,985,850.88

3,116,028.01

64%

Extractives

57,668.11

145,429.88

40%

Education

748,963.07

845,747.47

89%

2,792,482.06

4,107,205.36

11,399.95

19,478.66

ECONOMIC JUSTICE

EJ TOTAL
GENDER JUSTICE
Raising Her Voice

SOCIAL JUSTICE

SJ TOTAL

CORE COSTS

59%
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